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“New Marine Harmonic Standard” 

The referenced paper:
Clearly presents the current state of affairs 
concerning “Harmonics” in the Marine 
IndustryIndustry.   

This is a  presentation of an

That will improve the Marine Industry’s 
ability to, meet & develop new electrical 
standards as well as identify the source 
electrical problem that then allows answers.  

http://www.mirusinternational.com/downloads/IAS-Magazine-Meeting-New-
Marine-Harmonic-Standards-JanFeb%2010.pdf 2



DP Rigs Have Many Interrelated SystemsDP Rigs Have Many Interrelated Systems
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Power Reliability Issues on DP RigsPower Reliability Issues on DP Rigs

A C A YARE CREATED  BY: 
The uncoordinated design of electronic devices  

Power Generation Problems
Phase Differences
HarmonicsHarmonics

Heavy Equipment Operation
In Rush Current Due to On – Off CyclesIn Rush Current Due to On Off Cycles
Equipment Failure
Transients
Harmonics
High Frequency Noise
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C S S OC SS SCURRENT ANALYSIS PROCESSES

The Electrical Grid on a ship or rig today is its own worst enemy:
– Mixture of electronic and non-electronic devices on grid

l d d h l b f h– Every electronic device creates disruption on the vessel because of the 
way they use electricity

IMPACTS FROM DISRUPTION CAN ONLY BE FOUND AT THE POINT OF USE OR LOAD

Measuring distortion at distribution provides some information, but doesn’t 
provide the information required to limit or eliminate the disturbances.
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Load Created ProblemsLoad Created Problems 
Systems created noise affects all Electronics 

• Harmonics
• Spikes
• Distortion
• Ground noise

Electronic Noise affects other Electronics
• Damage components
• Shorten life
• Cause mal-operation

All Noise affects software
• Data errors

h• Intermittent crashes
6



Load Centric Power AnalysisLoad Centric Power Analysis
LCPA

The Expanded Analysis ToolThe Expanded Analysis Tool
Over 90% of electrical disruptions are caused by the way the 
non-linear loads use electricity NOT by the electricity providednon linear loads use electricity, NOT by the electricity provided 
to the equipment.  
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Load Centric Power Analysisy
LCPA

Th LCPA i diff t f t diti l• The LCPA process is different from traditional surveys 
• Most of the data collected is at the electronic loads and is done 

under full load.
• It’s not possible to accurately measure power quality if it’s turned 

off
• Data acquisition does not disrupt operationsq p p
• Analogy: A multi-lane expressway at the height of rush hour has the 

most chaotic conditions with the greatest potential for problems to 
occur
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Load Centric Power Analysisy
LCPA (Overview)

h d f d l l bl ff hThe LCPA identifies and solves power quality problems effecting the 
functionality of electronics in the following order:

– employs trained electrical personnel using safe 
operating procedures and appropriate power quality recording tools to 
record TIME SYNCHED data in a live electrical infrastructurerecord TIME SYNCHED data in a live electrical infrastructure

– compares operating expectations of the site’s loads with 
the recorded data. The data is examined for patterns and anomalies
then correlated by time, date and synchronization relationship.

• Multiple load data is then compared and contrasted to identify the source of 
problems and their possible negative impact throughout the grid. 

–is written in plain language, interprets the data, identifies 
problems and provides recommendations for cost effective solution(s).
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Load Centric Power Analysisy
LCPA (Acquisition pre-board )

A set of the most current line drawings of the electrical infrastructure and a 
questionnaire describing the electrical conditions/problems that are 
known/observed to disrupt the functionality of electronics are required forknown/observed to disrupt the functionality of electronics are required for 
review at least two weeks before boarding a ship or rig so a work plan for 
the LCPA can be completed. 

Upon receipt of the line drawings and questionnaire the plan for the LCPA 
acquisition sequence and procedures is completed and the number of days 
to complete the analysis is determined.  All aspects of the LCPA process will 
b d d d d d h h l h h h hbe provided and discussed with the client so that when the technicians 
come on board the process can be started without delay.

h l ill id if h l i d h b f ll dThe plan will identify the locations and the sequence to be followed to 
obtain data in the most efficient manner. 
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Load Centric Power Analysisy
LCPA (Acquisition onboard)

Upon arrival a meeting with on-board personnel (OBP) will be held to review the plan 
and coordinate the activities necessary to carry out the analysis in the most efficient 
manner.  The sequence that will be followed is to have the OBP take the technicians to 
the first two data acquisition sites so that they start with simultaneous readings Thenthe first two data acquisition sites so that they start with simultaneous readings.  Then 
the OBP will take the technicians one at a time  to their next acquisition site in 
sequence.  This procedure means there is a continuous stream of data being recorded 
from a predetermined sequence of sites during normal operations. 

Data acquisition must be done during normal operations and does not require any 
changes in normal procedures unless a specific problem requiring special testingchanges in normal procedures unless a specific problem requiring special testing 
becomes necessary.  If any interruption to operations to acquire needed data becomes 
necessary it will be discussed and agreed to with the client before the modified plan 
for the analysis is begun.  The LCPA is a “fact finding” exercise for electrical problems 
that occur during normal operations so the “best” analysis is one that is carried outthat occur during normal operations so the best  analysis is one that is carried out 
during those operations. 

If a new infrastructure is being analyzed it is necessary that all anticipated operations g y y p p
are carried out during testing to determine if any electrical problems surface. 
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Load Centric Power Analysisy
LCPA (Report & Recommendations)

compiles organizes and presents the data acquired for the analyses Thecompiles, organizes and presents the data acquired for the analyses. The 
report is written in non-technical English, presents all data, provides conclusions, 
recommendations and solutions for action to correct the identified electrical problems 
disrupting electronic functionality. 

a specific solution for each electrical problem identified will be 
presented including cost of solution and options for deployment.  Each solutions 
impact will be detailed with waveform examples of the electrical environment beforeimpact will be detailed with waveform examples of the electrical environment before 
and after deployment.  Information based on field experience will be included to 
provide expected improvement in performance so that a realistic cost payback can be 
made by the client.

All LCPA’s include the installation of one solution recommendation and provide 
comparative data with and without the solution in place.  The solution will be left in 
place to provide long term performance comparison.  p p g p p

If necessary collaboration with other industry experts regarding issues resulting from 
unique disruptive power quality concerns may be recommended. 
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Load Centric Power Analysisy
LCPA (Analysis)

Contrasts the recorded data sets to expectedContrasts the recorded data sets to expected 
data to identify the disruptive electrical patterns 
and anomalies Multiple data sets are thenand anomalies.  Multiple data sets are then 
compared by date, time and synchronization 

fdisruption patterns to locate the sources of 
electrical problems that recommendations and 
cost effective solutions are based upon. 
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DP RIG LCPA DATA

The following four slides represent a fraction of a second of a four day processThe following four slides represent a fraction of a second of a four day process 
are a graphic representation of a Harmonic issue on the DP Rig that leads to 
significant interruption of operations when ship power exceeds 30%.

This data identifies a time sequence discovery process.  Discovery is also 
identified by simultaneous comparison, location comparison and 
combinations of all three.  The process has been proven in many onshore 
industries and is now available to the Marine Industry  

The next three graphs are of all three phases being measured.  The fourth 
slide is one of the phases which allows greater detail of data.  This level of 
analysis provides a clear picture of the loads effect on the electrical 
distribution system as well as the ability to track impacts of any changes to 
the distribution systemthe distribution system 

The examples of data and summary page included in this presentation are 
from the DP Rig Reportfrom the DP Rig Report    
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Shale Shaker 2
Ship Power At Minimum 

No significant HarmonicNo significant Harmonic 
Disruption
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Shale Shaker 2 

Ships Power at 30% 
Significant Harmonic Load but electronics function
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Shale Shaker 2 
Ships Power at 60%

All Electronics are Disrupted  
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Multiple Levels of Data Add to Analysisp y
One of three Legs shown on previous Graphs
Allows further detail of data as to origin of harmonicsAllows further detail of data as to origin of harmonics

Current Signature 
of a variable drive 
on this legon this leg 

The effect on Voltage dueThe effect on Voltage due 
to the way electronics 
draw current
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( DP RIG GRAPHS )

• DP Rig is experiencing high harmonic distortion within its infrastructure.  The cause is 
due to the introduction of growing number of electronic loads during  operation which g g g p
create an exponential growth of harmonics.  Harmonics creates heat,  lowers power 
factor which wastes energy and shorten the useful life of any electronic Equipment.

• Electronic loads distort the current waveform which result in voltage waveform 
distortion.  

• Todays Solutions Must Focus on Current Which can only be done at the Load.  

• Simple devices like Laundry room Washers and Dryers are victims of the same 
phenomenon.

• The inherent nature of grounding on a ship prevents fault and noise current from being 
completely “removed” from the vessel, so that those undesired currents tend to 
circulate throughout, raising the impedance of the ground path so it no longer is the g , g p g p g
“path of least resistance.”  Those currents may then follow the supply paths or data 
signal paths adding to the unreliable functionality of electronics and electrical systems.  19



DP Rigs Have Many Interrelated Systemsg y y

ECR
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DP Control
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Thrusters BOP
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“Expanded Tool”Expanded Tool  
Load Centric Power AnalysisLoad Centric Power Analysis

Provides: 
Ability to see how electricity is used by loadsAbility to see how electricity is used by loads
Electrical interrelationship of loads
Id tifi ti f l t i l di tiIdentification of electrical disruptions
Provide recommendations for solutions
Proof that installed solution works

Provide ability to develop new standards  

Now possible in the Marine Industry 
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Additional Information Is AvailableAdditional Information Is Available

This presentation has links on web sites at:
www.levelerllc.com/marinewww.levelerllc.com/marine

www.purepowerconsulting.com

????????’s???????? s
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